
  
  

IInn  oouurr  1122tthh  sseeaassoonn  aanndd  ssttiillll  ggooiinngg  ssttrroonngg!!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

February 17, 2019 

Who was slick in 

the Conference 

Finals? 

“Brylcreem” THE 

EFL’S FIRST SPONSOR 

Giovani Bernard 

RB 

York  

Excaliburs 

88 yards rushing, 78 yards rec., 1 

TD. Play-of-the-day 52-yd TD catch. 

EAST 

CENTRAL 

NORTH 

WEST 

COASTAL 

SOUTH 

York quarterback, Tom Brady, cocks his 

arm before firing downfield to Josh 

Doctson in 4th quarter action in York. The 

veteran Excalibur lived up to his legendary 

status by directing a 24-point, second half 

comeback in York’s stunning 27-23 win 

over Cowtown in the Atlantic Conference 

Championship. Brady drew most of the 

praise, but Giovanni Bernard made the 

play of the game by turning a simple short 

cross into a 52-yard scoring play.  

At St. Charles Stadium, the Chargers 

continued to confound the skeptics by 

seizing the Pacific Conference 

Championship in a tightly-contest, 24-21 

battle over Twin Cities. Unfortunately, the 

result was overshadowed by the controversy 

over the EFL Network broadcast itself. The 

first and best half of the game was barely 

watchable on network television due to an 

experimental broadcasting format 

introduced by the EFL that eliminated some 

of the best action. (See Spats McChad, 

inside, for full commentary and reaction) 

 

ST. CHARLES CHARGERS 24

  

YORK EXCALIBURS 27

  

TWIN CITIES TRIUMPH 21

  

COWTOWN CORN KINGS 23

  

CONFERENCE FINALS 

Kevin Byard 

CB 

York  

Excaliburs 

8 tackles, many hard hits, and a 

game-clinching INT in the 4th quarter. 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Team 

 

 

 

1 2 3 4 OT Total 

Twin Cities 0 14 0 7 - 21 

St. Charles 7 7 0 10 - 24 

       

Passing Cmp Att Yds TD 

Palmer 17 36 271 3 

Rushing Car Yds Avg TD 

Gordon 24 127 5.3 0 

Receiving Rec Yds Avg TD 

A.Brown 5 117 23.4 2 

Passing Cmp Att Yds TD 

Wentz 15 24 188 2 

Rushing Car Yds Avg TD 

Cook 16 63 3.9 0 

Receiving Rec Yds Avg TD 

Graham 6 103 17.2 1 

21 24 

TEAM LEADERS 

1100::1199  lleefftt  iinn  44tthh  qquuaarrtteerr,,  ggaammee  ttiieedd  1144--1144,,  aa  ffaacceemmaasskk  ppeennaallttyy  oonn  

JJuurrrreellll  CCaasseeyy  nnuulllliiffiieess  aa  33rrdd  ddoowwnn  iinnccoommpplleettiioonn  aanndd  sseettss  uupp  CChhaarrggeerrss  

aatt  TTCCTT  1155..  TTwwoo  ppllaayyss  llaatteerr,,  CCaarrssoonn  WWeennttzz  tthhrroowwss  ggoo--aahheeaadd  TTDD..  

TEAM LEADERS 

RED ZONE HEAT POWERS CHARGERS! 
CARSON WENTZ THROWS 2 TD PASSES AS CHARGERS UPEND TRIUMPH 

 
SUMMARY: For the second time this year the Triumph traveled to St. Charles with playoff position on the line. A narrow Charger victory in their first 

meeting wound up relegating the Triumph to the no.2 seed in the conference. This time, the loser would go home while the winner would go on to the 

EFL Championship. The Triumph last won the Championship in 2016, the same season the Chargers had entered the league. Despite their current 

ranking, the Chargers were a virtual underdog due to lack of experience and the belief that the Triumph would not lose two in a row. Underdog or not, 

this game was a dogfight. The Chargers scored on the opening series of the game, stitching together a 10-play drive covering 88 yards, keyed by 

Jimmy Graham’s 38-yard catch-and-run, to set up a 5-yard TD run by Frank Gore. The Triumph offence struggled to get on track, turning the ball 

over on their first two possessions, but the defence held the Chargers off the board. The Triumph got on the scoresheet after driving 98 yards in 15 

plays. Melvin Gordon led the charge with 5 straight carries to their 42, and Antonio Brown finished it off with a 10-yard TD catch to tie the game at 

7. St. Charles quickly regained the lead after a 79-yard kickoff return by Dion Lewis set up a 13-yard TD pass from Carson Wentz to Roger Lewis. 

But the Triumph, following their formula for success, softened up the Charger D with 5 straight Gordon runs before Brown snared a short slant from 

Carson Palmer and sprinted to a 54-yard TD. The game remained tied at 14 going into the half and stayed that way through a field position tug-of-

war in the third that ended up with St. Charles starting at the Triumph 39 early in the 4 th quarter. A 15-yard grabbing the facemask penalty on Jurrell 

Casey overturned an incomplete pass on 3rd & 15 and set the Chargers up inside the TC 20. Two plays later Wentz hit Graham in the end zone from 

15 yards for the go-ahead TD. With a sense of urgency, the Triumph responded with two quick 1st downs. But an incomplete pass on 4th & 10 at the 

St. Charles 43 ended up costing them a Steven Hauschka field goal to make it 24-14. With time ticking away, the Triumph glided up the field and 

scored on a 21-yard to James White with 0:44 left. The Chargers recovered the onside kick and were able to run out the clock to advance to the final. 

QUOTES: “Grrrrrrrr….!!.” – Twin Cities coach, Guy Williams. 

“Carson was okay today. He takes a lot of flak when we don’t perform well on offence so it is only fair that he gets credit when he’s not awful. I wasn’t 

ecstatic about the defence, but I admit they set the tone early, which kind of helped later. We’re going to have to get better if we are going to advance. 

It was nice to knock that Guy out, so I guess I’m happy!”  – St. Charles owner, John Clingan 

HHAAPPPPYY  FFAANN  AANNGGRRYY  FFAANN  

Thomas Jenifer @thomasjeniferM-I  

Can you say “Charger Power?” I know 

I can. It took heavy voltage to pull this 

one off.  

 

Lars Odegard @LarsValhalla 

Still can’t believe it got away. Triumph 

looked locked in for the win after rocky 

start. Suddenly it was over. The team 

is in shock.   



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CARSON WENTZ 

ST. CHARLES 

 

2 TD passes and 0 interceptions. Made 

most of chances in close match.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Team 

 

 

 

1 2 3 4 OT Total 

Cowtown 10 10 3 0 - 23 

York 0 3 7 17 - 27 

       

Passing Cmp Att Yds TD 

Garoppolo 19 30 189 1 

Rushing Car Yds Avg TD 

Gurley 15 64 4.3 0 

Receiving Rec Yds Avg TD 

Gurley 8 78 9.8 1 

Passing Cmp Att Yds TD 

Brady 26 41 299 3 

Rushing Car Yds Avg TD 

Bernard 15 88 5.9 0 

Receiving Rec Yds Avg TD 

Doctson 6 87 14.5 1 

23 27 

TEAM LEADERS 

44tthh  qquuaarrtteerr,,  55::4466  lleefftt,,  ttrraaiilliinngg  2233--1100,,  ttuurrnniinngg  aarrrriivveess  wwhheenn  TToomm  

BBrraaddyy  ffiirreess  aa  sshhoorrtt  ppaassss  oovveerr  tthhee  mmiiddddllee,,  ccaauugghhtt  bbyy  GGiioovvaannii  

BBeerrnnaarrdd,,,,  wwhhoo  bbrreeaakkss  tthhrreeee  ttaacckklleess    iinn  ddaasshhiinngg  ttoo  aa  5522--yyaarrdd  TTDD..  

TEAM LEADERS 

EXCALIBURS QUEST FOR EFL GRAIL! 
TOM BRADY LEADS 4TH QUARTER RALLY TO SEND YORK TO FINAL! 

 
SUMMARY: It was the second visit to Camelot by the Corn Kings this year. In the first, York had held off a late Cowtown surge to secure a hard fought 

21-19 win. The visitors eagerly awaited a second chance at Tom Brady and the Swords. They were peaking at the right time and most analysts 

agreed that York would be in for the fight of their lives. The first half went according to the football world’s predictions. The Corn Kings took command 

with two big scoring plays: a 33-yard pick-six by Rodney McLeod in the first quarter that came immediately after a video booth review overturned a 

Ronald Darby’s recovery of a Derrick Henry fumble; and a 31-yard TD pass from Jimmy Garoppolo to Todd Gurley II on a long out pattern that put 

them in front 17-3 mid-way in the 2nd quarter. A blocked punt by Darby with 3:30 left set up a 32-yard Matt Bryant field goal to close out the first half 

scoring with the visitors leading 20-3 and the home team looking dazed. The 2nd half felt initially like an extension of the first. After a kick out-of-

bounds by York, Cowtown drove quickly to the York 10 before hitting a wall and settling for a field goal. But their 23-3 lead looked formidable given 

York’s offensive struggles. The tide turned mid-way in the 3rd, when the Kings took over at the York 34 and looked poised to extend their lead. But a 

holding penalty, a 7-yard sack of Garoppolo by Michael Johnson and a 4-yard stuff of Gurley on 3rd & long pushed them back into their own territory 

and enlivened the crowd. What followed was vintage Brady. The Swords drove from their own 12-yard, overcoming two Cowtown sacks to finish with 

an 18-yard TD pass to Josh Doctson to narrow the gap to 23-10. Both defences held on their next possessions, but with 5:46 left, Brady flicked a 

short pass to Giovani Bernard, who broke 3 tackles on his way to a 52-yard touchdown. Clinging to a 6-point lead, Cowtown went three-and-out on 3 

straight incompletions. Brady and Bernard responded for York, mixing runs and passes, including a 24-yard pass to Doctson, to drive 73 yards for the 

go-ahead score; a 4-yard TD pass to Delanie Walker. Cowtown took over at their 25 with 1:33 left. But an interception by Kevin Byard in Cowtown 

territory quashed hope for the visitors. York added a 44-yard FG and Garoppolo’s desperation bomb fell incomplete to complete the comeback win.   

QUOTES: “We had them and it slipped away. That is the worst feeling for a coach and player. But I have to give them credit. Tom Brady executed 

under pressure like a pro and that defence – man! – it came to play in the second half.”  – Cowtown coach, Jim Coghlin. 

“Nobody gave us a chance to win this game. You know, everyone thinks we suck! You know, can’t win any games. I expect them to say the same 

thing about the Gale Sayers Bowl. You know, York can’t get it done. Everyone can have an opinion. We have an opinion too!” – York QB, Tom Brady. 

HHAAPPPPYY  FFAANN  AANNGGRRYY  FFAANN  

Orville Smucker @Smuckerscoop 

Darn shame! Joe and the Boys put 

their hearts into this and it looked like 

they were going to win. When I woke 

up, I couldn’t believe the score. 

Merlin @MerlinRTchronicle 

Verily, Lord Hammond is a mage and 

Sir Brady his gallant paladin whose 

portions are magnificence and glory! 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GIOVANI BERNARD 

YORK 

 

166 total yards – rushing & receiving. 

Turning point 52-yard TD catch. 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

NEW YORK – The EFL this weekend once again proved that it is ahead of its time. Judging from viewer feedback on its 

broadcasting of the Pacific and Atlantic Conference Championships it is way too far ahead of its time. 

 There is being cutting edge; forward-thinking; visionary, and then there is being premature. Like an overwrought 17-

year old going all the way for the first time in the back seat of his parent’s car, not much thought was given to the receiver’s 

(viewer’s) pleasure in the delivery of the EFL’s “Championship Bonanza.”  

 The EFL’s first crack at broadcasting its own playoff games – a job previously reserved for the major networks – got 

off to a strange start and progressed in weirdness, in a very unsettling way, from there on. Here are a few of the lowlights: 

Whether by design or accident there would be no traditional, adrenaline-dump-inducing musical intro, such as John 

Williams’ ‘End Zone’ or ‘Run to the Playoffs’ by David Robidoux. Instead, EFL producers opened the Pacific Conference 

Championship Game with the eerie desolation of the track, ‘Glory’ from the ‘300’ movie soundtrack. The ‘Glory’ track was 

likely selected based on its title, not the actual mood of the music, which can be aptly described as an ironic interpretation of the 

word (listen to it on YouTube – track no. 23 – if you didn’t catch it on TV). That it was selected from a movie about the Battle 

of Thermopylae was a curiosity to say the least. My league source attributes this decision to the producer – a former Food 

Network director – mistaking the blue & yellow Chargers with the blue & bronze Spartans. Visually, the broadcast started with 

the EFL logo slowly emerging from a swirling spiral of stars in the center of the screen to the melancholy strains of ‘Glory’ as 

translucent scenes of Greek Hoplites perishing in a hail of Persian arrows overlaid the panoramic view of St. Charles Stadium as 

viewed from the Brylcreem Blimp. WTF is this sh*t? I thought. 

As the camera cut to the booth crew of play-by-play announcer Joe Pluck and colour-commentator, Kurt Warner, 

Pluck launched into a spirited intro, “Welcome to St. Charles Stadium…!” But he was abruptly interrupted by the colourless 

voice-over of Described Video: “broadcasters, Joe Pluck and Kurt Warner are sitting in the broadcast booth wearing blue suit jackets with the football 

field visible in the background. Pluck appears excited as he looks directly at the camera and explains that the game between the St. Charles Chargers and the 

Twin Cities Triumph will start soon.  Warner is reacting to Jack Pluck by nodding and smiling. Both appear enthusiastic, inspiring the viewer…” Pluck 

continued with his monologue, clearly unaware that his voice was being pushed into the background by a scene narrator. 

As I was absorbing the absurdity of having Described Video for a football game (an event also broadcast with detailed 

descriptions on the radio) I was distracted by the sudden appearance of a pop-up screen at the bottom right corner of the TV 

screen. It contained a pasty-looking man with a beard and glasses flashing hand signs. What the sign language interpreter was 

interpreting was unclear to anyone not familiar with sign language – as there were two streams of conversation occurring 

simultaneously in addition to closed-captioning of the Described Video rolling across the bottom of the screen.  

At that point I checked the settings on my cable box to see if I had accidentally checked off subscriptions to these 

features for the visual and hearing-impaired. Nope, these services were apparently being provided free of charge to all viewers, 

whether or not one needed or wanted them. 

This was only the beginning. A minute of confusing commentary passed as I tried to make out what Pluck was saying 

under the droning of the Described Video voice describing what he looked like saying it. Then the scene cut suddenly to the 

sideline, where a horrifyingly tall African-American woman with angular features, thick mascara and bright red lipstick, 

wearing a tight-fitting high skirt and open red blouse addressed the viewer in an unusually deep, throaty voice: “Thanks, Joe. 

The Chargers are really charged up here on the sideline…” was all I could easily make out before the Described Video feed 

kicked in once again: “Lady Tia, a transgendered African-American, is standing behind the Charger bench and speaking directly into her microphone. 

There are Charger players near the sideline and on the field. Some of them are warming up. All appear to be accepting of the presence of the first 

transgendered football reporter as she reports on the player’s preparations in a professional, capable manner…” 

Is this a joke? I thought, incredulous. I checked my phone for the date – no, we had not fast-forwarded to April 1st. 

(After my experience in Camelot at last year’s Championship, I no longer take reality for granted).  

But I felt it was no joke, even as I hoped that it was. One of my contacts in the league office had informed me some 

time ago that the EFL’s Culture Department had been tripled in size during the 2017 off-season. This had been for the 

ambiguous purpose of “transforming football culture” to bring it line with the times and to create a “welcome, safe environment 

for all to enjoy equally the football experience.” I had scoffed at the idea. Whatever the Culture Department came up with would  

. 

   



 

  

be neutered by the numbers from the Marketing Department, ensuring that the “football experience” would remain safe for real 

football fans. Apparently, I was wrong. The Culture Department, pushed by the fascistic, ominous presence of an army of social 

justice warriors under the non-profit banner of the euphemistically-named, ‘New Sport Cooperative’ threatening to boycott, divest 

and riot, had apparently won the day in the back rooms of the EFL. The Conference Championships – the penultimate games on the 

EFL calendar – were to be showcases for the EFL’s new socially progressive stance on everything from multi-culturalism to gender 

identity to police brutality against African-Americans. But if the goal had been to transform the culture of their fanbase, the EFL 

could not have been more off the mark. 

 The disruptions to the broadcast caused by the unnecessary Described Video, the sign language interpreter and the closed-

captioning stream were bad enough on their own. But more unwelcome surprises were in store. 

 The EFL network cut out the National Anthem – sung wonderfully by Maryland-native, Tamar Braxton – and replaced it 

with a montage of iconic moments from the Civil Rights Movement, topping it off with a shot of the Cubs’ Colin Kaepernick 

sitting on the bench for the singing of the National Anthem in 2016. The previously neutral stance of the league on Kaepernick’s 

protest appeared to have been discarded for solidarity with it, even though the issue had dropped long ago from the headlines. 

 The start of the game was delayed for 23 minutes as officials attempted to implement a new “test rule” replacing the 

opening coin toss with a ‘Mediation Session’ at mid-field between the opposing Captains. The referee acted as the mediator as the 

Captains attempted to arrive at a “mutually-respectful resolution” to decide which team should kick off first. The end result of the 

mediation was that both Captains finally agreed that the referee should toss a coin to determine which Captain would get to choose. 

 When the game finally started – featuring overlapping descriptions of the opening series by Joe Pluck, the DV; and frantic 

hand-signalling by the pasty-looking guy whose appearance in the lower right portion of the screen partially obstructed view of the 

action – it soon became clear that viewers would be deprived of the on-screen scoreboard. Physically placing it would have been 

challenging since there was almost no free room remaining on the screen. But the real reason was due to a conscious decision to 

avoid “shaming” or “glorifying” either team by posting the score or showing viewers the remaining down-and-distance.  

 I am assuming that most of you, my readers, attempted to watch this game on television and were equally horrified as I at 

the unwarranted oddities that popped-up like silent puffs of flatulence in a crowded elevator as the first half of the game progressed. 

But for those of you who tuned out after Lady Tia first made “her” first appearance (as apparently most of the American Midwest 

did according to social media analysts), I will continue the deconstruction, accompanied by my reactions and analysis. 

 This full-frontal assault of political correctness on the unconquered landscape of America’s most violent sport was not 

confined to the broadcast of the game. For those simply looking to enjoy the game in the way they had become accustomed there 

was no refuge during commercial breaks. These breaks featured odd sponsors, such Fight for $15, an international labor activist  

 

   

Chargers fans react to a second quarter TD pass from Carson Wentz to Roger Lewis during the Pacific Conference Championship 

Game at St. Charles Stadium. The stands were the only place a fan could see the unedited version of the first half of St. Charles’ 

24-21 win over Twin Cities. The EFL Network’s experimental broadcast format excluded most of the action, including the scoring. 



  

movement of underpaid workers that supports a $15 per hour minimum wage locally. Their ad featured a montage of High School and 

College football players – mostly black and Hispanic – who did not succeed in their quest to reach the NFL and asks the question: ‘What 

happened to them?’ A succession of images followed, contrasting successful EFL stars like Antonio Brown and Von Miller (We know 

what happened to them!) with muscle-bound fast food and retail workers looking angry, sad and depressed. It ended with the sombre line 

‘When Dreams Don’t Come True, Let’s Not Make Life a Nightmare – Fight for $15!’ Sobering stuff, certainly, and apparently too 

sobering for the majority of fans. 

 Also featured in the commercial parade were spots by Task Force for Global Health, the Southern Poverty Law Centre and the 

Indigenous Environmental Network. While these ads were not in themselves an affront, the fact that they crowded out many of the usual 

EFL sponsors, such as Brylcreem, Bridgestone, Gatorade and Pepsi, added to the overall alternate universe effect. One traditional 

backer, Anheuser-Busch, managed to show up with a ridiculous ad featuring gender-neutral mimes performing a silly pantomime around 

an oasis of Bud Light burrowed in a tiny green valley surrounded by an endless range of parched dry, barren earth. It ended with an 

aerial view of the mimes spelling out ‘SAVE OUR PLANET.’ (I will never drink Budweiser again!).  

 But the back-breaker for me and 90% of Americans watching the game (Canadians were more tolerant, as usual, with only 70% 

tuning out before half time) was the attempt by the insanely politically correct EFL producers to censor the tackling by cutting the 

camera away at or before contact. The first few times appeared to be a technical glitch. But when Carson Wentz handed the ball off to 

Dion Lewis, who was charging toward a keying Kenny Clark with clearly no way to avoid him, and the camera immediately switched to 

a close-up of Wentz’s face reacting to the no-gain, I knew something outrageous was afoot.  

 Joe Pluck’s voice rose above the Described Video just enough that I could make out, “and Lewis is rocked by Kenny Clark for 

no gain! What a hit by Clark!” The Described Video droned on neutrally: ‘Jersey #33 on St. Charles did not advance the ball. The quarterback looks 

disappointed but welcomes Jersey #33 back to the huddle without shaming him.’ 

 This format soon became unbearable to watch. When the camera broke away from Steven Hauschka’s missed 52-yard field 

goal attempt as time expired in the first half I had had enough. By then, the producers had increased the volume on the Described Video 

so that Joe Pluck and Kurt Warner were almost totally inaudible. The Described Video carried on in a monotone: ‘the kicker makes an 

attempt to kick the ball through the goal posts from a far distance. He looks unhappy after the kick, despite giving a good effort. The players are leaving the field for the 

mid-game rest and recuperation period.’ No mention of the score. I checked CBS Sportsline on the Internet and confirmed that the Chargers and 

Triumph were deadlocked at 14 after one half. A great game was being ruined by the league itself. 

 The blowback on Social Media was nuclear in scope. Virtual Social Justice Warriors, who – in anticipation of some negative 

reaction – had lined up on Twitter and Instagram to support the narrative of ‘culture change’ in the EFL were drowned out by a tsunami 

of angry abuse, well over half of it unprintable. The reaction on social media was mirrored by a sharp decline in mid-game ratings. 

People were tuning out by the millions and taking to the internet to denounce the league.    

 The start of the second half was inexplicably delayed. When the broadcast resumed, the Described Video was gone, as was the 

pasty-looking signer in the lower righthand corner. The score was displayed on the screen and the upbeat, lively inflection of the  

     

 

   

  

 

broadcast team of Joe Pluck and Kurt Warner 

flowed uninhibited through widescreen speakers 

across the Continent. The videography was again 

what one would have expected. The on-field 

microphones recorded the crunch of heavy hits. A 

particularly violent sack of Carson Palmer by 

Demario Davis was replayed four times as Kurt 

Warner described in the most graphic terms what 

it felt like to be sacked.  

The first break in the action aired a Bud 

Light commercial featuring the amply-endowed 

Budweiser Girls on a beach sidling up to hunky 

males playing beach volleyball and drinking Bud 

Light. That ad paved the way for more familiar 

manly Bridgestone ads and mother-knows-best 

Campbell Soup ads, among others.  

Things were back to normal, at least on 

the surface, in time to save Conference 

Championship Weekend. But the unintended 

consequences for the EFL will continue for quite 

some time.  

The league is getting attacked from all  

 

   

  

Non-binary reporter, Chiss Syke (left) and Skoliosexual reporter, Heptone £ 

(pronounced ‘Pound’) had their EFL TV debuts put on hold after social media 

backlash against the EFL’s revolutionary broadcast of the Pacific Championship. 



 

  

sides now. Politically correct “progressives,” members of the fledgling New Sport Cooperative (NSC), who had infiltrated and 

influenced the league in its pre-production decisions are now outraged at the mid-game firing of the game’s producer and what NSC 

spokesperson, Nad Null refers to as “the EFL’s craven moral collapse in the face of bigotry.” The Center for World Indigenous 

Studies is condemning the league’s decision to cancel a native healing circle for the players at the conclusion of the game, while the 

National LGBTQ Task Force is planning to file a human rights complaint on behalf of self-proclaimed non-binary reporter, Chiss 

Skye and the openly Skoliosexual journalist, Heptone £, who had their EFL post-game reporter debuts cancelled at the last minute.  

 On the other side, angry fans are reportedly cancelling cable subscriptions to the EFL Network in droves while organizations 

like the American Family Association and the John Birch Society are calling for a boycott of all EFL games until, in the words of JBS 

President Ray Bark, “the EFL makes a demonstrable return to American Values and Freedoms.” 

 What were the league executives thinking? Or were they thinking at all? Probably not – at least not in the conventional way 

most of us in the football world and general society think. But in a carefully scripted press release, the league attempted to put out the 

fires that had hemmed them in on both sides: 

 

 The unanswered question in all of this is: Why the sudden rush to change the “culture” of football? Culture in society is 

changing on its own, at its own pace. But some people want to accelerate that process and tilt it in an unnatural direction. The 

blinkered totalitarianism of Political Correctness and Identity Politics is stifling debate on these changes as savagely good intentions 

pave society’s road to hell. The EFL ambushed its own fans on Sunday with an agenda. They are walking it back now, but the fans 

will not forget and some will not forgive.  

  REVENGE SERVED WARM 

For Chargers’ owner and principal belligerent, John Clingan, there has been no cooling off period since the Twin Cities Triumph 

handed his franchise its first loss in Week Two of the 2016 season.  

The loss was not important; the manner of the loss was. It had been a 43-7 blowout in the inaugural game at newly-built 

Willhalla Stadium. Guy Williams’ squad had piled up 36 first downs and 513 total yards without a single punt, opting to go for it on 

4th down every time. Almost everything went the Triumph way and the mis-match was apparent. The only thing they had not done 

right was convert on two-point attempts, but not for lack of trying. Eight times they had gone for the two-pointer and eight times they 

had fallen short. It was the thought that had registered, however, not the result. That sound thrashing of an expansion team had thrilled 

the home fans, but had startled the football world by its hyper-aggressive nature. As a result, it had earned the undying enmity of the 

proud St. Charles owner. “We will not forget this. We will not be an expansion team forever,” he had said at the time.    

The Triumph went on to a perfect season, beating the Swordfish in the 10th EFL Championship. Meanwhile, the Chargers 

nursed their grudge while putting the pieces in place to pull off an amazing 11-5 campaign and playoff berth just two years later.  

When the Chargers beat the Triumph 24-21 in Week 13 on a Steven Hauschka field goal as time expired it had felt that an 

evening of scores had occurred. The Triumph had looked like the better team in that contest, but the right things had happened at the  

 

   

  

 

A frustrated Triumph fan can only clasp his hands over his head after Carson 

Palmer misfired on a 4th & 10 pass near mid-field. The Chargers went on to 

kick a FG that put them up by 10 points with just 2:48 left in the 4th quarter. 

right time for the Chargers. Had Karma been 

working its mysteries? 

While the win had been pivotal in 

determining the playoff seeding it did not satisfy 

the Chargers’ owner. “Not really. We have to do 

better if we are going to do it again,” John 

Clingan had said when asked if he had felt special 

satisfaction at knocking off the Triumph in such an 

important game.   

Triumph coach, Guy Williams had been 

reserved in his comments to the media leading up 

to the Pacific Championship. It was an evident 

attempt to avoid distractions and remain focused 

on football preparations. The regular season loss to 

the Chargers – while officially “unlucky,” 

according to Lars Odegard of the Wilhalla Press 

and other Minnesota pundits – had also shown that 

Antonio Brown could be contained by the 

Chargers’ defence and that attempts to get him the 

football in double coverage brought an  

 

   

  



 

  

unacceptable risk of interception. The gas in Carson Palmer’s tank was low and he was clearly not the same sniper he had been 

during the Triumph’s Championship run in 2016. He had been intercepted twice in that game. Finding a way to get his best offensive 

asset open and effective would be Williams’ number one game plan priority. 

 On the Charger side, Head Coach, Mike Martz took on the role of the pious puritan coach, avoiding potentially 

acrimonious banter by refusing to answer baiting questions from reporters about having a lingering revenge motive, or reacting to 

snide suggestions that his team had escaped with a victory in Week 13. Martz’s reticence allowed John Clingan to get dirty. 

 The Charger owner was upfront about his wishes: “I hope that we whoop ‘em good!” he stated bluntly. “I hope we grind 

them into the St. Charles turf. Of course, it won’t be easy – they’re a good team and that coach of theirs knows what he’s doing. But 

Mike knows what he’s doing as well and I know he has a plan to keep our winning streak going. It will come down to our players 

executing and enough of them remember our first meeting with this gang back in 2016; they are as motivated as anybody.” 

As grudge matches for all the marbles go, this was a relatively low-key, clinical contest. Both teams executed their game 

plans with cautious deliberation, wary of making a mistake. This caution did not prevent Guy Williams from attempting to stretch 

the field with Brown, but every attempted strike was coldly calculated and, in many instances, anticipated by the Chargers. There 

were no bold, shocking statements in the play-calling on either side. Both coaches were well-aware of their assets and limitations.  

The Chargers were markedly conservative on offence – not exactly a Mike Martz trait – attempting just one pass of more 

than 15 yards. That came near the end of the first half and resulted in a sack and a long, missed field goal attempt. The miss kept the 

score deadlocked at 14 after a back-and-forth first half that saw the Chargers grab the early lead on a 5-yard Frank Gore TD run to 

cap off the game’s opening drive. The Triumph countered in the second quarter with a 10-yard TD pass to Antonio Brown that 

crowned a prodigious 15-play, 98-yard drive after Charger punter, Shane Lechler had sought to imprison the Triumph offence at 

their own 2-yard line. It was the kind of drive that changes games permanently. But the Chargers were steadied by Dion Lewis’ 79-

yard kick return on the ensuing kickoff, setting up a 13-yard TD pass from Carson Wentz to Roger Lewis to reclaim the lead.  

That Charger response to the kind of drive that changes games permanently was the type of response that also changes 

games permanently. But the Triumph got a money play from their superstar on the next drive – a short slant perfectly placed by 

Carson Palmer, that Brown carried 54 yards to pay dirt for the equalizer. Three momentum swings in 15 minutes was more than 

enough action for the players and the fans. Halftime came at the right time. The sense that a playoff classic was brewing made the 

first half production follies all the more outrageous. 

With fan excitement rekindled by the EFL’s wise decision to switch back to a traditional broadcast format, the teams’ 

offences conspired to dial back the intensity. After a 28-yard strike to Rishard Matthews to open the second half, the Triumph attack 

attempted to introduce Melvin Gordon as a feature and forfeited the momentum when Dwayne Allen was flagged for holding, 

nullifying a 9-yard Gordon run on 4th & 2 in Charger territory. Further attempts to shake up the Charger defence with a concerted air 

assault, after unsuccessful attempts to develop to synergy between Gordon and Brown, were mostly ineffective as the Charger pass 

rush successfully harassed the statuesque Palmer.  

The Chargers’ offence was not in the frame of mind to take advantage, however. The stay-at-home Triumph defence was 

not about to be disrupted by a cautious game plan executed by an increasingly overwrought Carson Wentz. The third quarter passed 

with the defences on both sides firmly in control.  

Tension was mounting to start the fourth quarter. It was becoming increasingly clear that a break or a bounce either way 

would likely decide the game. The Chargers had managed to gain an edge in the field position battle. With 12 minutes left in the 

fourth quarter, they were rewarded with a drive starting point in Triumph territory at the 39-yard line.  

The Triumph defence had forced 29 turnovers during the regular season. With the Chargers mere yards out of field goal 

territory, they needed a game-changing play. They got it, but not what they intended. After Dalvin Cook tore off a 14-yard run to the 

Triumph 24, Jerry Hughes sacked Wentz for an 8-yard loss and Gore made a modest 3-yard gain to bring up 3rd & 15 at the 29. With 

six defensive backs patrolling the Triumph secondary and the pass rush closing in, Wentz was forced to throw off target in the 

direction of Michael Thomas, apparently bringing up 4th down and a challenging field goal attempt for Steven Hauschka. But to the 

delight of the capacity crowd of more than 46,000 fans at St. Charles Stadium, nose tackle Jurrell Casey was flagged for grabbing 

the facemask of St. Charles center, Ben Jones, giving the home team a new set of downs at the Twin Cities 14. Two plays later, an 

emboldened Wentz found security blanket Jimmy Graham open across the middle for a 15-yard TD. The roars of ‘'CHA - JAH – 

POW – AH!’  filled the air as Chargers fans danced in the stands.   

With nine minutes still remaining, the Charger touchdown was not a back-breaker, but it was certainly a back-bender. A 

sense of urgency engulfed the Triumph sideline. Impressively, they did not panic. A pair of productive runs and a nicely-executed 

19-yard screen to Gordon got the offence rolling. But good old Carson Palmer was a touch off target with his throws and couldn’t 

finish. The Triumph offence hit a wall at the St. Charles’ 43-yard line, with Palmer misfiring to Brown on 4th & 10. Taking 

advantage of the good field position after the failed 4th down conversion, Wentz threw a 17-yard cross to Graham on the second play 

of the short drive. It was the chunk play needed to set up Hauschka for a 49-yard field goal and to give St. Charles a 10-point lead.  

With just 2:48 remaining, time suddenly became the 12th “man” on the Charger defence. The Triumph found the end zone 

on a 21-yard pass to James White, Palmer’s third TD pass of the game. But with only 0:44 left, their final fate would depend on an 
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onside kick. Fate, perhaps a spectator at Willhalla Stadium in Week Two of the 2016 season, would frown on the visitors. The kick 

from Dustin Hopkins carried too far and Roger Lewis snagged it on one bounce to give St. Charles possession of the ball and soon 

after, possession of the Pacific Conference Championship trophy. The incredible Charger season would continue. 

When the pivotal play of the game is a penalty, the EFL hopes that it is a good penalty. In this case, Jurrell Casey's 

grabbing of the facemask penalty in the 4th quarter – that nullified a 3rd & 15 incomplete pass and gave the Chargers a fresh set of 

downs inside the Triumph 20 – is one of those “grey” calls guaranteed to be hotly debated and never resolved. There is no question 

that it was, in the technical sense, a penalty. Casey’s hand caught Jones’ facemask as he attempted to fight through a double-team on 

the line of scrimmage. But was it “egregious” enough to warrant tipping the balance of a hard-fought second half?  

If Casey had been close enough to Wentz to affect his throw or possibly sack him, there is no question the call would have 

been warranted. But Casey was effectively out of Wentz’s field of operation at the time. Triumph end, Danielle Hunter, forced the 

early throw from Wentz by, quite legally, pushing aside right tackle Matt Kalil.  

The post-game debate is divided along partisan lines. Bitter ‘Triumph Fan’ claims that Casey’s infraction was incidental and 

did not affect the play. Jubilant ‘Charger Fan’ argues that nobody can “know” for certain that it did not affect the play and, besides, 

player safety is paramount. A neutral observer, such as myself, cannot set aside the feeling that, while an infraction was committed, 

the penalty did not fit the crime in this case. 

Of course, the media did everything it could to turn the facemask call into the focus of the game. In the immediate aftermath 

of the call the cameras could not get enough of a livid Guy Williams pacing the sidelines, trying to get an explanation from head 

official, Bill Vinovich. Later, breaks in the action often featured camera shots of a sullen Casey on the sideline. Sometimes the shot 

would include the sight of a teammate offering reassurance. Other times – most times – Casey seemed to alone with his thoughts.  

 While most of us can agree that EFL officials are usually the last people we want to see when a game is on the line, the fact 

remains that they are an integral part of the game. Until robot and video technology evolves to the point where officiating can be 

conducted electronically, they will continue to generate controversy. For the sake of the Chargers and their well-earned and, frankly, 

miraculous run to the EFL Championship, I hope this predictable and mild controversy dies a natural death. 

  A LEGEND STRIKES 

The Legend of Tom Brady survives despite 9 full years without a Championship and just two winning seasons (prior to this one) 

over that span. The single Gale Sayers ring he does possess was due as much to the talent of the powerhouse 2008 Florida Dragons 

as it was to his own efforts. Trent Dilfer might have had as much success with that team.  

His claim to legend status owes more to the three Super Bowls he won prior to the collapse of the NFL. But even that is 

somewhat tainted. In the antitrust hearings before Congress in the wake of the NFL shutdown, former NFL referee Walt Coleman, 

questioned about the infamous ‘tuck rule’ in New England’s playoff victory over Oakland in 2002, confessed that there was 

“pressure from the league” on his crew to push the Patriots forward in the AFC Divisional Championship. One unnamed league 

official had stated to him that “football needs a Captain America in the post-911 world and Tom Brady looks the part.”  

 It is hard to completely discount such conspiracy theories considering both the level of corruption that was uncovered in the 

NFL and the, at best, average post-NFL body of work for Brady as a member of the EFL. But every now and then Brady has been 

known to carry the Excaliburs on his back when it matters. The Atlantic Conference Championship Game against the Corn Kings at 

Camelot happened to be one of those “now-and-thens.” 

 Post-Conference Championship, the Hall-of-Fame/Football Legend talk is all about Brady once more. But let this article be 

archival proof in the ‘Wayback Machine’ that prior to Brady’s performance this Sunday, the football world was talking almost 

exclusively about somebody else.  

Although new to the scene, the emerging talent of sometimes Cowtown starter, Jimmy Garoppolo was in the media 

spotlight heading into this game. Long time Cowtown starter, Joe Flacco had been officially put out to pasture for the playoffs. His 

start in Week 16 against Durham had been a gamble in a must-win game, but a well-calculated one as it ensured that Garoppolo – 

who had been nursing an ankle injury – was fully healthy for the post-season. 

Garoppolo had delivered handsomely in the first two games, throwing for 499 yards and 8 TD passes. His performance had 

enabled the Corn Kings to become the first wildcard team to advance to the Conference Final since the new Wildcard Weekend 

format was introduced. There was no reason to believe that this emerging new star was not sowing the seeds of his own legend. 

Brady, by contrast, was seen by some after his gritty but difficult outing against Toronto to be fading. York’s victory in the Quarter 

Final round had been a defensive effort. As a result, hopes were pinned on their defence for the Conference Final, rather than Brady. 

Camelot was bursting with fans. The overflow stood outside the bowl next to giant heaters and flaming grills, watching the 

game on two big screens that had been erected by the team for the purpose. Watching games on a big screen outside the game venue 

was a burgeoning local Ontario tradition that had begun with the Maple Leafs and Raptors. The weather, unusually mild for this time 

of winter, made it more attractive than it might otherwise have been in a backwater like Avalon. The 83 different brews available in 

dozens of colourful beer tents and chef, Ralph Buttermilk’s mead & herb marinated ‘Suckling Pig Skewers’ made it an irresistible 

experience for those fans who cared as much about their bellies as the game itself.  

But for over half of the contest it looked as if the Camelot tailgating experience would be the highlight of the day for York 

fans and the icing on the cake for visiting Cowtown fans. The Corn Kings, riding an early wave of confidence born of two dominant 

playoff wins, took control of the game early on a 1st quarter, 33-yard pick-six by safety Rodney McLeod; then tightened their grip on  

   

  



 

 

  

the lead with an incredible 31-yard TD pass to Todd Gurley mid-way through the 2nd quarter to make it 17-3. Had the Corn Kings 

gone on to win, it would have been an iconic play in Corn Kings lore. On 3rd & 10, Garoppolo, under pressure, targeted his running 

back with a deep and dangerous sideline pass into double-coverage. The throw was necessarily high in order to get over a leaping 

Lawrence Timmons, but risked going over the receiver’s head and into the arms of safety Jordan Poyer, who was converging from 

behind. Gurley made an acrobatic catch, somehow managing to land in bounds while twisting away from the Poyer’s angle of attack, 

and darted the remaining 10 yards unopposed to the end zone. A charged-up Cowtown defence held York to three-and-out of their 

next series and a blocked punt by Ronald Darby set up Matt Bryant’s second field goal of the day, giving the Corn Kings a 20-3 lead 

that they would carry into halftime.  

     The successive shocks of a pick-six, a leaping sideline catch by a running back and a blocked punt created the feeling of 

an impending blowout. But that feeling camouflaged what had been, objectively speaking, a good performance by the York defence 

against Cowtown’s playoff quarterback phenom and star running back. The only touchdown they had allowed had come on an 

incredibly well-executed play that the duo of Garoppolo and Gurley would be hard pressed to duplicate. Otherwise, the defence had 

held when it mattered. This fact was not lost on the astute commentator, Troy Acheman, who commented as the EFL Network 

broadcast opened the second half: “This game is far from over. Coach Coghlin would probably tell you right now, if asked, that he 

hopes for a better performance from his offence in the second half here. With Tom Brady on the other side, you can’t rest on a 17-

point lead.” 

 The Corn Kings were assisted by York kicking out of bounds to start the second half. They used that good field position and 

a 27-yard gallop by LeGarrette Blount to get in range for Bryant’s third field goal of the day to make it 23-3. But they had managed 

to gain just 2 yards after being set up 1st & goal at the York 10, turning the field goal into a minor win for the Excaliburs’ defence and 

a reason for consternation on the Corn Kings’ offence.  

 “A touchdown there and the game is pretty much over,” observed Troy Acheman. “The Corn Kings had a chance to put 

York away there. We’ll see if it comes back to haunt them.” 

 There was no immediate response from the York offence. They went three-and-out from deep in their own end to set up 

Cowtown with a new set of downs at the York 34. With its proverbial foot on the throat of the York defence, the Corn King offence 

tripped up badly. A holding penalty on Rob Havenstein, a Michael Johnson sack of Garoppolo and a 4-yard stuff of Gurley pushed 

them back into their own territory and made it 4th & 31. The momentum, hardly perceptible to the inebriated York fanbase, had 

shifted subtly in the home team’s favour. The comeback, although not officially announced, was now on.  

 The Swords started from their own 12. They feinted with an opening trap to Derrick Henry out of the two-tight end set, 

which the Corn Kings were ready for. Then they committed to the pass, which the Corn Kings were also ready for. But it did not 

seem to matter. Where there was opening, Brady found it. When there was no opening, he took a sack, but each time bounced back 

with a completed pass to keep the down and distance manageable. Eventually he wore the Corn Kings down, which was evident in 

the lacklustre pursuit of Josh Doctson on York’s first touchdown, a short slant turned into an 18-yard scoring play. 23-10 Cowtown. 

 The Corn Kings countered with a series of short passes for a first down then tried to establish the ground game – no doubt 

with the intention of burning off valuable time. But the duo of Blount and Gurley, so effective in that role during the season and two-

game playoff run, found little traction against the stubborn York front seven. They soon punted, giving the ball back to York at their 

20-yard line. The Corn Kings’ defence got a stop after giving up a couple of first downs causing the Cowtown faithful in the stands to 

relax again. But a holding penalty on Patrick Omameh on the first play from scrimmage signalled death for the run-first game plan. 

Two traps for a total of 8 yard and an incomplete pass brought on the punting unit and set up York’s play of the game. 

 Taking over at their 36, Brady fired a 12-yard pass to Doctson and hurried to the line. He took the snap, darted backwards 

three steps and fired a dart underneath to Giovanni Bernard. The shifty running back took off like a roman candle on the Fourth of 

July. He evaded tackle attempts by both Cowtown safeties and simply shrugged off a hit from cornerback Aaron Colvin on his way 

to a 52-yard touchdown catch. The fans in Camelot erupted in a frenzy of drunken delirium and spraying of beer suds. The Cowtown 

lead was now down to 6 points and, with 5:46 showing on the clock, there was plenty of time left. 

 Realizing that going conservative was playing into the hands of the York defence, Garoppolo turned to the passing game to 

try and get a score. But the York defenders seemed ready for anything. DeForest Buckner tipped a pass at the line, then Kevin Byard 

and Darqueze Dennard covered their receivers like blankets, forcing two errant passes. Garoppolo was now visibly disconcerted. 

 On the other side, the cool veteran Brady looked in command on the next drive. He was helped out by a sparky Bernard, 

who ripped off runs of 8 and 14 yards to keep the Cowtown defence off balance. In no time, York was at the Cowtown 4-yard line 

and the Corn Kings had no idea what to expect. They gambled on another Bernard run. The drive to get Bernard in the backfield 

pushed the York line back. But before it could crumble, Brady flicked a pass to an open Delanie Walker just inside the goal line for 

the game-tying TD. Minutes later, Graham Gano gave them the lead with the extra point.  

 The fans at Camelot celebrated like lunatics. No chant – just a roar of white noise from well-lubricated throats. Brady 

pumped his fist in the air. The shoulders sunk on the Cowtown sideline. With 1:39 remaining, there was more than enough time for a 

field goal drive. But the body language spoke more eloquently than anything – Cowtown looked done.  

 The York defence made it official on the next series. Swarming Garoppolo like a pack of wolves, the Swords defenders 

caused panicked throws and dumb-founded reads from Cowtown’s young quarterback. Kevin Byard reaped the benefits just five 

plays into the Cowtown drive. His eyes now the size of dinner plates, Garoppolo keyed on the veteran Larry Fitzgerald in a desperate 
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Jimmy’s CHAMPIONSHIP PICK 
At Wilhalla Stadium, Minneapolis, MN 

 

PACIFIC CONFERENCE FINAL 
 

YORK @ ST. CHARLES (line – EXCALIBURS by 2) 

INJURIES: York – Sidney Jones (OUT); St. Charles – None. 
 

BACKGROUND: In their brief three-year history in the league the Chargers have faced cross-conference York only once. That 

meeting was in Week 14 of this season. The Swords got the better of that exchange, overcoming the burden of a minus-2 turnover 

differential to win handily, 24-10 at home. St. Charles is the most successful franchise to date of the 2016 expansion class, having 

made the post-season twice in three seasons and being the first of that quartet to make the final game. Going back to their days as the 

Winnemucca Outlaws, the Excaliburs franchise has made the post-season 3 times in 11 seasons. Prior to this year, the team’s farthest 

penetration into the post-season was a Conference Final loss to Death Valley in 2012. Their playoff record currently stands at 3-2.  

WHEN YORK HAS THE BALL: Known to be inconsistent, with a sub-par running game and below average wide receivers, the York 

offence has nevertheless delivered when required this year. This is mostly due to Tom Brady, who has lived up to his reputation as a 

franchise quarterback by elevating the play of the entire unit. York leads the league in third down efficiency, converting at the highly 

productive rate of 44.7%. Brady has also manufactured the third most prolific passing attack in the league operating mostly out of the 

run-oriented twin in-line tight-end formation. Deploying the tight ends in this way on both run and pass plays while being able to pass 

the ball to both effectively not only allows the Swords to disguise their intent, but acts as support to a pair of very average tackles on 

both sides of the offensive line. This formation also offers the fringe benefit of making the provisional running back duo of Derrick 

Henry and Nick Chubb more effective than they might normally be in the standard pro or 3-wide sets; as well as sets up the occasional 

longshot to Kelvin Benjamin and Paul Richardson that defences rarely see coming. A share of the credit for making this system work 

goes to Zach Ertz and Delanie Walker for being able disengage from the line and run effective routes. But make no mistake, it is Brady 

who throws his receivers open as often as they get open. Although statistically not even a top-ten defence overall, the Chargers’ back-

eleven has been the team’s strongest asset. It is the definition of a bend-not-break defence, generating numerous turnovers and 

delivering its best play inside the red zone, where they stand at third overall league-wide in preventing opponents from scoring. It is 

hard to find the stars on this unit, but edge rusher, Yannick Ngakoue and safety Marcus Williams appear on the highlight reel 

occasionally and middle linebacker Demario Davis is quietly building a portfolio of consistency that has drawn notice recently. Their 

best features are cohesiveness and discipline and they are not afraid to blitz. Expect them to bring the heat on Brady at any point in a 

series, not necessarily only on third down, in order to induce a bad throw or knock him down. The danger of pressure, of course, is that 

a cool veteran like Brady playing at the top of his game can not only handle it, but can thrive on it. Brady check downs can be as 

deadly as set plays. Expect York to open up the playbook up and do a bit of everything in an effort to keep the Chargers guessing. 

 

 

attempt to convert 4th & 6. Byard read it all the way and Garoppolo never saw him as he stepped in front of the pass and picked it off, 

returning the ball 13 yards to the Cowtown 23-yard line. The Corn Kings used their remaining two timeouts while Brady kneeled. 

York was already in field goal range, with no desire to risk a turnover trying to get closer. With 0:12 left, Gano made it a four-point 

lead with a 44-yard field goal. For a moment it looked as if Cowtown would get a last second reprieve. With 0:06 left, Garoppolo 

heaved the ball downfield to Gurley, who got tangled up with Timmons at the York 45. But no flag flew to give them another shot at a 

Hail Mary. The gun sounded, obscured by the din of the crowd and the celebration in York officially started.  

 The Legend smiled as he crossed the field to shake hands with the would-be legend. It struck me then how similar they looked 

to each other – two prototype All-American white boys with GQ looks, strolling confidently and calmly toward each other. I thought it 

would not surprise me if some day, many years from now, we look back at this game as a rare cross-generational Legends Game.  

 

   

  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

FROM THE EFL ARCHIVES – The Conference Finals of 

the 2012 EFL season threw the football world a sharp 

breaking curve ball when the Markham Stars upset the 

Durham Thunder Lizards by the astonishingly lop-sided score 

of 45-24. For Markham the result was the continuation of a 

Cinderella run that nobody had seen coming at the start of the 

season. It also marked another disappointment for the 

perennially-competitive Thunder Lizards and reaffirmed the 

franchise’s penchant for under-achieving in the playoffs. Eli 

Manning, who had been one of the few weak links in the 

Markham game plan during an 11-4-1 regular season, flashed 

  

  

fine playoff form for the second straight week, throwing for 

256 yards and 3 TD passes as the Lizards focused their 

defensive efforts on stopping the running tandem of DeAngelo 

Williams and Jonathan Stewart. Meanwhile, Matt Schaub, the 

dismantler of Cowtown the week before, threw the Durham 

game plan into a tailspin with a check-down interception. That 

pick, and two misguided 4th & 1 gambles deep in their own 

territory, resulted in a 21-point Markham third quarter. 

 The Markham victory meant, for many, an early 

coronation of the Death Valley Undertakers as EFL Champs. 

The Bad Boys of the EFL had torn apart the passing record 

books in 2012. Even on a mediocre day – which the 35-23 

Pacific-Atlantic Conference Championship victory over York 

certainly was – Drew Brees had thrown two nearly miraculous 

TD passes. Both throws – 41 yards to Andre Johnson and 38 

yards to Marques Colston – were delivered on target in the 

teeth of a 40-mph wind at The Graveyard. The defence had 

looked surprisingly strong as well, thwarting the league’s third-

rated passer, Tom Brady by holding him to just 208 yards and 

forcing 3 interceptions. Death Valley was now a dominant 17-

1. Nobody looked like a match for their demonic fury. 

 

  

PRESENTS 

WHEN ST. CHARLES HAS THE BALL: Carson Wentz has taken harsh criticism this year and was at one point benched by his 

coach. It is not hard to see why. He is ranked 18th overall in passer rating, completing a mere 55% of his passes, and is second-to-last 

among qualifying quarterbacks in TD% at 2.8. This is not the level people expected from the third-year starter who insiders claimed  

had turned a corner during the off-season. Whatever is afflicting Wentz’s arm has not troubled his legs, however. He is the top 

rushing quarterback in the league, piling up 500 yards at 7.2 yards-per-carry with 2 touchdowns. This second dimension has kept the 

offence from falling off a cliff and supplemented a solid contribution from Dion Lewis to build a respectable rushing attack. The 

Chargers are able to grind out a drive when they need to work the clock and wear down a defence. But despite the presence of 

Michael Thomas at wide receiver and the speed threat of Travis Benjamin, this is not an explosive or reliable offence. It is an offence 

that doesn’t make too many mistakes and relies on kicker Steven Hauschka to chip away at the scoreboard. There is reason to believe, 

however, that it would be a big mistake to take the Chargers’ offensive too lightly here. The playoff version of Wentz has been an 

improvement and the unveiling of Dalvin Cook in a more prominent role has given much needed breakaway dimension to the run 

game, something they will need if they intend to break down the York defence. Unlike in past seasons, the Swords have struggled to 

stop the run this year, giving up 128 yards per game at a 4.5-yard average per carry. Von Miller is overburdened trying to plug the 

holes in the front four, where only defensive DeForest Buckner has proven a dependable run-stopper. The strength of the York 

defence lies in a pass defence that is on the better side of average and similar to St. Charles in its red zone tenacity, ranking directly 

behind them in opponent scoring percentage. It is a full-service defence that mixes in its share of blitzes, prefers man coverage but 

will play zone and maintains its stamina late in the game.  Its trio of stud defensive backs has not made the splash most had expected, 

but they present formidable obstacles in the secondary. Do not expect much gambling on either side when the Chargers possess the 

football. Rather, expect a protracted chess-like battle of wills with field position playing a key and potentially decisive role. 

THE WAY I SEE IT: Both teams sort of snuck up on the competition this year. The Chargers had more of the benefit of surprise than 

the Excaliburs due to a sub-par 2017 season finish and the lack of name recognition among their key players. The Swords, well 

established as a tough game-day competitor, were more of a footnote than the focus of serious playoff discussion up until the end; 

when their strong regular season finish forced the football world’s attention to turn to the amazing late season heroics of Tom Brady. 

But the one trait these two competitors have in common is a mental and physical toughness that keeps them in every game. The 

Swords are never out of the game, even when they appear, as they did in the Conference Final, to be ready to crumble. Their average 

point differential in losses is 4.5 points – and there were only six of those playing in the league’s most difficult division. The 

Chargers were similarly difficult to put down from week-to-week, but when they fell, it was usually in decisive fashion, as was the 

case when York began their five-game win streak against them in Week 14. When two teams that most expected not to be in the big 

game appear in the big game, their common advantage of being a dark horse in the race is nullified – neither can sneak up on the 

other. That allows pure talent and fundamentals to wend their way to a natural outcome. I am not saying that the Chargers’ season-

long fortune, manifested by having the right thing happen at the right time, will not repeat itself in the championship; I am saying 

that, if I were a betting man (which I am), I would put my money on the team with the better players – the proven stars – to prevail. 

So, for me this is not a difficult bet. York should – and they will – win. PICK: YORK 

 

 


